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Intel Unite®Solution:
Collaboration Technology
for Education
Wireless content sharing for untethered collaboration

Intel Inside, 360° Learning Outside
Technology is transforming education, changing how and when students learn, both inside
and outside the classroom. Intel is championing this transformation by empowering educators
and students with innovative tools and solutions that have significant and sustainable impact
on learning.
In today’s digital world, collaboration is key for building 21st century skills and achieving
deeper learning. Intel Unite® solution powers easy, secure wireless screen sharing from
anywhere in the classroom. Students can collaborate wirelessly, while simple controls enable
teachers to join, lead, or moderate1 the group. With broad device support, intuitive experiences,
and reliable performance that won’t stress your school network, the Intel Unite solution app is
the collaboration solution for 21st century schools.

Get collaboration off to a FAST start
Teachers know that every minute in the classroom counts. Intel Unite solution powers fast,
easy, and wireless screen sharing to new or existing displays, projectors, and interactive
whiteboards, from anywhere in the classroom. There’s no need to waste time untangling
wires or searching for the right adapter or dongle. A 6-digit PIN is all you need to start sharing,
viewing, and interacting with the content.

POWERFUL collaboration for digital classrooms
Too many of today’s tools don’t get along, and digital collaboration in the classroom can be
difficult when multiple technologies are involved. Intel Unite solution offers broad support
for Windows,* Macs,* Chromebooks,1* iPads,* and Android1* tablets, making it the perfect
collaboration solution for devices throughout your school system.
With Intel Unite solution, you can wirelessly share full HD video with audio,2 switch presenters
with a single click, view multiple screens at once, make temporary annotations, and distribute
files on the fly. Teachers will also love the ability to easily control sharing and viewing
privileges,1 as well as the extended mode feature that allows them to share their screens and
multitask at the same time.

collaboration

manageability

Collaboration starts faster
with Intel Unite solution, which
offers powerful wireless screen
sharing from Windows,* Macs,*
Chromebooks,*1 iPads,* and
Android*1 tablets.

The administrator web portal
supports easy and secure remote
management of settings and hub
configuration profiles.

open platform

Too many of today’s tools don’t
get along. Intel Unite solution
is an open and extensible
platform that can work with
existing technologies.

Stay safe with enterprise-grade SECURITY

COST-EFFECTIVE classroom upgrade

• Secure Data: Enterprise-grade security ensures that data
is 256-bit Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) encrypted and stays
within your school network. Data always stays within the
virtual walls of your school and isn’t dependent on any
additional vendor solutions.

There are no license fees associated with the Intel Unite
solution. The software comes bundled with designated
Intel-powered hardware for the hub devices in classrooms
or meeting rooms. Feature updates are also included.
Furthermore, the Intel Unite solution helps lower your total
cost of ownership by combining all of your collaboration
functionalities into a single platform that supports all
operating systems,1 as well as off-the-shelf peripheral
equipment across vendors, offering schools a better
collaboration and content sharing experience.

• Protected Guest Access: Intel Unite solution uses rotating
PIN codes to improve security within your trusted network.
And with the Protected Guest Access plugin, guests
can also view and share via a temporary Wi-Fi hotspot
generated in the room, without gaining access to your
school network.
• Meeting Lock: Prevent unwanted participants from joining
and viewing content by activating the Meeting Lock feature
built in as part of Intel Unite solution.

Greater MANAGEABILITY for a happier IT department
Intel Unite solution is the collaboration platform your IT
team will love. The Intel® vPro™ technology powers remote
management over wired or wireless networks across
devices. It enables access to clients through a secure
channel irrespective of power or OS state, supports remote
patching, repairing, and upgrading of operating systems and
applications, and allows inventory of client-side software and
hardware to be taken remotely, all through an easy-to-use
admin portal.
Moreover, with the new Telemetry plugin, Intel Unite
solution hubs can now track and report the entire usage
of collaboration spaces, allowing IT to gather real-world
usage and classroom analytics data, and to gain new
insights into technology adoption and utilization.

For more information, visit www.intel.com/unite

Features available with Intel Unite® Version 3.1.
Feature available on Windows*-based clients.
Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance
varies depending on system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more
at intel.com.
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